LTS Employees Volunteer to Help Victims of Hurricane Harvey

By LTS Marketing

Houston, Texas – While dealing with Hurricane Harvey’s aftermath, employees of the LTS branch in Houston put compassion into action, helping their neighbors struggling to pick up the pieces and find some relief.

“The feeling was fulfilling. There is an entirely different genre of feelings that comes with helping others,” Eric Chen said, who organized his coworkers to help the Tzu Chi Foundation in Houston hand out much needed supplies such as gift cards, blankets, and instant rice to families affected. “We were mainly supplying man power.”

Chen’s family ties are deeply rooted in the service foundation, and that’s why he decided to get involved.
“For almost a week, after work or during my lunch break, I went over to their southern US headquarters in Houston to meet with some of their disaster relief directors,” he said. “It was imperative that I find a specific volunteering event, out of several per day, that fits our abilities, expectations, and where we could make the biggest difference.”

LTS volunteers did feel they were making impact in their community.

“The people of Texas are in dire need of aid after Hurricane Harvey,” Luwin Huang, who volunteered, said. “LTS employees is facilitating recovery with love and care.”

Together, they helped more than 100 families in their community who lost everything.

“This area along the Brazo River are one of the worst areas hit with flood waters within the Greater Houston Metropolitan and surrounding areas,” Huang added. “Their battles won't be over for a long while.”

Even though the volunteers were giving away supplies, Chen said he and the volunteers were given something much greater in return.

“I truly believe that this even has helped us as an office just as much, if not more than what we were able to do for the victims.” Chen added. “Experiencing empathy with fellow coworkers, and witnessing each other’s compassion has really brought us closer together.”
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